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Abstract: Nitroxide-mediated polymerization using the succinimidyld ester functional unimolecular alkoxyamine initiator (NHS-BlocBuilder) was used to first copolymerize tert-butyl methacrylate/2-vinylpyridine (tBMA/2VP) with low dispersity ($D = 1.30–1.41$) and controlled growth (linear number average molecular $M_n$ versus conversion, $M_n = 3.8–10.4 \text{ kg mol}^{-1}$) across a wide composition of ranges (initial mol fraction 2VP, $f_{2VP,0} = 0.10–0.90$). The resulting statistical copolymers were first de-protected to give statistical polyampholytic copolymers comprised of methacrylic acid/2VP (MAA/2VP) units. These copolymers exhibited tunable water-solubility due to the different pKas of the acidic MAA and basic 2VP units; being soluble at very low pH < 3 and high pH > 8. One of the tBMA/2VP copolymers was used as a macroinitiator for a 4-acryloylmorpholine/4-acryloylpiperidine (4AM/4AP) mixture, to provide a second block with thermo-responsive behavior with tunable cloud point temperature (CPT), depending on the ratio of 4AM:4AP. Dynamic light scattering of the block copolymer at various pHs (3, 7 and 10) as a function of temperature indicated a rapid increase in particle size >2000 nm at 22–27 °C, corresponding to the 4AM/4AP segment’s thermos-responsiveness followed by a leveling in particle size to about 500 nm at higher temperatures.
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1. Introduction

The manipulation of properties by copolymerization (e.g., graft, gradient, block, star architectures) has long been applied to impart desirable properties into polymers. One such class that combines properties are poly(ampholytes) or poly(zwitterions), which contain both negative and positive charges on the chain, either on different monomers or within a single monomer unit [1]. Originally, such copolymers were made via statistical free radical copolymerization of the unalike monomers [2–4]. Such pairs included methacrylic acid (MAA)/2-vinyl pyridine (2VP) [2], MAA/2-dimethylamino ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA) [3,4] and acrylic acid (AA)/DMAEMA [5]. Later, the uncoupling of the charges was desired to make block copolymers, which led to dramatically different properties in solution. Traditionally, living polymerizations such as ionic [6–11] and later group transfer polymerization [12–16] were used to make polymers with active chain ends that would permit the formation of poly(ampholytes) or schizophrenic block copolymers with a controlled sequence length and narrow molecular weight distributions. In the case of charged species, however, this required protecting group chemistry during the synthesis [6,10]. However, there are drawbacks to using living polymerizations such as ionic polymerizations: meticulous air-free transfers;
extensive purification of solvents and monomers; polymerizations cannot be done in aqueous media; and, in some cases, certain monomer types cannot be polymerized in a desired sequence [17–19]. Consequently, the development of controlled radical polymerization (CRP), more succinctly defined by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) as reversible de-activation radical polymerization (RDRP) [20], approaches many of the features that make conventional radical polymerization so industrially relevant: ability to be done in dispersed aqueous media; and tolerance of a wide variety of monomers and functional groups, all while approaching the degree of control exhibited by truly living polymerizations. Many of these RDRP methods have been popularized, some of which are nitroxide-mediated polymerization (NMP) [21], atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) [22,23] and reversible addition fragmentation transfer polymerization (RAFT) [24].

Generally, ATRP and RAFT have surpassed NMP in terms of versatility, since they can polymerize a wide variety of functional monomers, even though NMP was developed first (NMP was originally restricted to styrenic monomers). Consequently, poly(ampholytic) block copolymers have largely been made using ATRP [25–29] and RAFT [30–32]. However, NMP has narrowed the gap considerably with the development of second-generation nitroxide initiators based on 2,2,5-trimethyl-4-phenyl-3-azahexane-3-oxyl nitroxide TIPNO and the so-called SG1 or BlocBuilder family (based on N-tert-butyl-N-[1-diethylphosphono-(2,2 dimethylpropyl)] nitroxide) [33,34]. This history of NMP is chronicled in detail elsewhere [35].

Tertiary acrylamides [36–40], acrylates [33,34,41–45] and methacrylates (with a small concentration of co-monomer ~1 mol%–10 mol% to help control the activity of the chain ends) [46–56] were polymerized in a controlled manner using NMP with the commercial unimolecular initiator BlocBuilder. In the latter case with methacrylates, the controlling co-monomer was initially a styrenic and later studies showed that similar monomers can act as controllers. Indeed, many groups applied controlling co-monomers that imparted desirable functional characteristics. For example, acrylonitrile (AN) was used as a controller first for methyl methacrylate (MMA) [47] and then for oligo ethylene glycol methacrylate (OEGMA) [57]. For these cases, the AN imparted better water solubility and cells exhibited non-cytotoxic behavior. In another case, 9-vinylphenyl-9H-carbazole (V BK), acting as a controlling co-monomer for OEGMA/diethylene glycol methacrylate (OEGMA/DEGMA) [54] and dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA) [55], was shown to add temperature modulated fluorescence, while using only 1 mol% in the initial composition to impart sufficient control of the polymerization. When 4-styrene sulfonic acid, sodium salt (SSNa) was used as a controller for sodium methacrylate (MAA-Na) in homogenous aqueous media, it was subsequently used as a dual initiator/surfactant for ab initio dispersed MMA polymerizations in water [58]. We also reported 2-vinylpyridine (2VP) as a controlling co-monomer for DMAEMA [59] and a protected organo-soluble styrene sulfonic acid controller for glycidyl methacrylate [60]. Many cases describe the use of NMP for making thermo-responsive copolymers; however, poly(ampholytes) and associated multi-responsive systems have not been described in many cases. Here, we statistically copolymerized 2VP with tert-butyl methacrylate (tBMA), which after deprotection of tBMA, results in 2VP/methacrylic acid (MAA) ampholytic statistical copolymers. It should be noted that tolerance to functional groups is relative as we used the protected form of methacrylic acid (MAA), tert-butyl methacrylate (tBMA). The protected form was used in NMP as the organic acid can attack the alkoxyamine, rendering the chain ends inactive. To circumvent this issue, MAA or acrylic acid (AA) NMP was done with the addition of a small amount of free nitroxide, which was essentially sacrificed to keep the chain ends active throughout the polymerization [48,61,62]. The poly(2VP-stat-tBMA) copolymers were then used as macroinitiators for a tunable, thermo-responsive segment of poly(acryloyl piperidine-ran-acryloyl-morpholine) (4AP-stat-4AM), which we reported recently [63]. We thus present the synthesis of a dual responsive (pH and temperature) block copolymer where the respective blocks’ response could be tuned by its composition (tBMA versus 2VP for pH tuning; 4AP versus 4AM for cloud point tuning). The pH sensitivity of the poly(2VP-stat-MAA) copolymers and
thermo-responsiveness of a poly(2VP-stat-tBMA)-b-poly(4AP-stat-4AP) block copolymer at various pHs are thus the focus of this report.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The 2-Vinylpyridine (2VP, 97%), tert-butyl methacrylate (tBMA, 98%), basic alumina (Brockmann, Type I, 150 mesh), and calcium hydride (90%–95% reagent grade) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON, Canada). Tetrahydrofuran (THF, 99.9%), methylene chloride, methanol, dimethylformamide (DMF) diethyl ether, hexane (all certified grade) and pH buffers were obtained from Fisher (Nepean, ON, Canada); deuterated chloroform (CDCl₃) was obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc. (Tewksbury, MA, USA). Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, 99.9%) was purchased from Caledon (Georgetown, ON, Canada).

The 2-((tert-butyl)[1-(diethoxyphosphoryl)-2,2-(dimethylpropyl)]amino)oxy)-2-methylpropionic acid, also known as BlocBuilder™ (Scheme 1b, 99%), was obtained from Arkema (King of Prussia, PA, USA). NHS-BlocBuilder (Scheme 1c) was synthesized via coupling of BlocBuilder and N-hydroxysuccinimide following procedures described previously [64]. The 2VP and tBMA monomers were purified by passing through a column of basic alumina mixed with 5 wt% calcium hydride; they were stored in a sealed flask under a head of nitrogen in a refrigerator until needed. All other compounds were used as received.

![Scheme 1](image)

**Scheme 1.** Structures of (a) SG1 nitroxide (b) BlocBuilder™ (c) N-hydroxy succinimidyl ester-coupled BlocBuilder (NHS-BlocBuilder).

2.1.1. Statistical Copolymerization of tert-Butyl Methacrylate (tBMA) and 2-Vinylpyridine (2VP)

The copolymerizations of tBMA and 2VP were performed in a 50 mL three-neck round-bottom glass flask fitted with a reflux condenser, a magnetic stir bar, and a thermal well. BlocBuilder and SG1 (10 mol% relative to BlocBuilder) were dissolved in tBMA and 2VP monomers with feed composition ranging from 90 mol% tBMA to 10 mol% tBMA. Detailed feed solution compositions can be found in Table 1. The solution was then deoxygenated by nitrogen bubbling for 30 min at room temperature prior to heating to 100 °C at a rate of about 8 °C·min⁻¹ while maintaining a nitrogen purge. The time when the solution reached 100 °C was taken as the start of the reaction (t = 0). Samples were taken periodically to monitor conversion and molecular weight. The final polymer was precipitated in methanol/water (v/v 30/70) for tBMA/2VP-90/10 or hexane for the other copolymers, decanted and dried in vacuum at 40 °C overnight. The purified polymer (50% conversion) has number-average molecular weight (Mₙ) = 15.8 kg·mol⁻¹ and dispersity (Đ) = 1.29. Conversion was determined by gravimetry. Overall conversion was then calculated using the feed composition with respect to tBMA (fᵢBMA,0 mol%, Conva=Conv,iBMA + (1 − fᵢBMA,0) × Conv,2VP). Molecular weight and Đ of the samples were measured by GPC (Waters Breeze) relative to linear PMMA standards (see Gel
Permeation Chromatography section for full details). Final copolymer composition was determined by \(^1\)H NMR (400 MHz Varian Gemini 2000 spectrometer, CDCl\(_3\)) using the tert-butyl group protons (\(\delta = 1.0–1.6\) ppm) as a marker for the tBMA, and the aromatic proton adjacent to the nitrogen atom (\(\delta = 7.2–7.6\) ppm) as a marker for 2VP.

Table 1. Experimental conditions for the tert-butyl methacrylate/2-vinylpyridine tBMA/2VP statistical copolymerizations via nitroxide mediated polymerization (NMP) at 100 °C in bulk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment ID (\text{a})</th>
<th>[BlocBuilder] (\text{mol} \cdot \text{L}^{-1})</th>
<th>[SG1] (\text{mol} \cdot \text{L}^{-1})</th>
<th>[tBMA] (\text{mol} \cdot \text{L}^{-1})</th>
<th>[2VP] (\text{mol} \cdot \text{L}^{-1})</th>
<th>(f_{\text{tBMA}}) (\text{b})</th>
<th>(M_{\text{A,target}}) (\text{c})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tBMA/2VP-90</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>5.733</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tBMA/2VP-70</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>4.789</td>
<td>2.046</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tBMA/2VP-50</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>3.692</td>
<td>3.622</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tBMA/2VP-30</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>2.399</td>
<td>5.629</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tBMA/2VP-10</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>7.939</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{a}\) Experimental identification (ID) for copolymers was given by tBMA/2VP-X, where X refers to the feed composition with respect to tBMA; \(\text{b}\) Feed composition with respect to tBMA; \(\text{c}\) Theoretical molecular weight at 100% conversion.

2.1.2. Chain Extension of Poly(tet(tet-butyl methacrylate-\(\text{ran}\)-2-vinylpyridine)(tBMA-\(\text{ran}\)-2VP) Macroinitiator with 4-acryloylmorpholine/4acryloylpiperidine (4AM/4AP) Mixtures

To test the chain end fidelity and to incorporate additional functionality, in this case, thermo-responsiveness, chain extension from a poly(tBMA-\(\text{ran}\)-2VP) with a 4-acryloylmorpholine/4-acryloylpiperidine (4AM/4AP) mixture was done. Poly(4AM-\(\text{stat}\)-4AP) copolymers exhibit lower critical solution temperature (LCST) behaviour in aqueous solution that can be tuned by the relative concentrations of 4AM to 4AP in the copolymer [60]. A specific example is given as follows. tBMA/2VP-50 was used as a macroinitiator (\(M_n = 4.8\) kg·mol\(^{-1}\), \(D = 1.36, f_{\text{tBMA}} = 0.48\), see Table 2 for complete characterization). Using the same reactor conditions as described in the section above, 0.1205 g of tBMA/2VP-50 was added to 2.9575 g of DMF solvent, 1.0868 g of 4AM and 0.5400 g of 4AP. After purging with nitrogen for 30 min at room temperature, the temperature was increased to a set-point of 120 °C. The time = 0 taken for the chain extension was taken to be when the temperature reached 110 °C. After 75 min, the solution became increasingly viscous, and the sample taken cleanly precipitated the polymer from diethyl ether. The reactor contents were then cooled and the contents were poured into an excess of diethyl ether. The reactor contents were then poured into an excess of diethyl ether. The supernatant was decanted and the crude product was re-dissolved in THF and then precipitated again into diethyl ether. The yield of the resulting product was 0.8108 g. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) revealed some unreacted macroinitiator and the polymer was fractionated again by dissolution in a minimal amount of THF, followed by precipitation slowly with diethyl ether. The polymer was recovered and GPC indicated virtually complete removal of the lower molecular weight impurity. GPC indicated \(M_n = 22.1\) kg·mol\(^{-1}\), \(D = 1.67\) with a composition of \(F_{\text{tBMA}} = 0.11, F_{\text{2VP}} = 0.11, F_{\text{4AM}} = 0.46, F_{\text{4AP}} = 0.32\) using \(^1\)H NMR (CDCl\(_3\) \(\delta\) (ppm)): (tBMA, (1.0–1.6 ppm, 9H C(CH\(_3\))\(_3\)), 0.9 ppm, -CH\(_2\)-C(CH\(_3\))H on backbone; 2VP, (7.2–7.6 ppm, 4H aromatic); 4AM, \(\delta\): (3.5 ppm, 8H, -N-(CH\(_2\))\(_2\)-CH\(_2\)-CH\(_2\)-O); 4AP, \(\delta\): (1.5 ppm, 10H, -N-(CH\(_2\))\(_2\)-CH\(_2\)-CH\(_2\)-CH\(_2\)). Note that the 4AP protons were obscured by the backbone protons and the backbone protons were used to determine the composition. The composition ratio of the tBMA/2VP:4AM/4AP blocks corresponds to about 1:4, which is in relatively good agreement with that estimated by the GPC chromatograms. The final yield after fractionation was 0.55 g (70% from the crude polymeric product).
Table 2. Molecular weight and composition characterization of tert-butyl methacrylate/2-vinylpyridine (tBMA/2VP) statistical copolymers synthesized via nitroxide mediated polymerization (NMP).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment ID a</th>
<th>Reaction Time (min)</th>
<th>Conversion b</th>
<th>fbMA c</th>
<th>Mn d (kg·mol⁻¹)</th>
<th>Đ d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tBMA/2VP-90</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tBMA/2VP-70</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tBMA/2VP-50</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tBMA/2VP-30</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tBMA/2VP-10</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Experimental identification (ID) for copolymers was given by tBMA/2VP-X, where X refers to the feed composition with respect to tBMA; b Monomer conversion was determined gravimetrically; c Copolymer composition with respect to tBMA was determined by 1H NMR; d Number-average molecular weight (Mn) and dispersity (Đ) were determined by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) relative to poly(methyl methacrylate) standards in tetrahydrofuran at 40 °C.

2.1.3. Hydrolysis of tert-Butyl Groups in the tBMA/2VP Statistical Copolymers

The tBMA/2VP copolymers were hydrolyzed by trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) to obtain the water-soluble methacrylic acid (MAA)/2VP copolymers. The procedures for the hydrolysis were as follows: The copolymers (~1 g) were dissolved in about 5 mL of methylene chloride. TFA (five times equivalent to the tert-butyl group) was then slowly added to the solution. The solution was then stirred at room temperature for up to 24 h or until the MAA/2VP copolymer completely precipitated from the solution. The MAA/2VP copolymer was then rinsed with methylene chloride, re-dissolved in methanol and re-precipitated in diethyl ether, decanted and dried. 1H NMR (400 MHz Varian Gemini 2000 spectrometer, CDCl₃, Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA) was used to check the disappearance of the tert-butyl protons (δ = 1.0–1.6 ppm) after hydrolysis.

2.1.4. Gel Permeation Chromatography

Molecular weight and Đ of all polymers were characterized by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) (Waters Breeze, Waters Ltd., Mississauga ON, Canada) using THF as the mobile phase at 40 °C in this study. The GPC was equipped with three Waters Styragel HR columns (molecular weight measurement ranges: HR1: 10²–5 × 10³ g·mol⁻¹, HR2: 5 × 10²–2 × 10⁴ g·mol⁻¹, HR3: 5 × 10³–6 × 10⁵ g·mol⁻¹) and a guard column. The columns were operated at 40 °C and with a mobile phase flow rate of 0.3 mL·min⁻¹ during analysis. The GPC was also equipped with both ultraviolet (UV 2487) and differential refractive index (RI 2410) detectors. The results reported in this paper were obtained from the RI detector. The molecular weight measurements were calibrated relative to linear poly(methyl methacrylate) narrow molecular weight distribution standards.

2.1.5. Titration of MAA/2VP Statistical Copolymers

For MAA/2VP-90, MAA/2VP-70 and MAA/2VP-50 copolymers, dissolution was done in 0.1 N sodium hydroxide and then titrated with 1 N hydrochloric acid while the pH of the solutions was monitored with a pH probe calibrated with pH 4, 7, and 10 buffers. For MAA/2VP-30 and MAA/2VP-10 copolymers, dissolution was done in 0.1 N hydrochloric acid and then titrated with 1 N sodium hydroxide while the pH of the solution was monitored. A clear to cloudy transition was observed for all samples as pH changed, and a second cloudy to clear transition was observed for MAA/2VP-90, MAA/2VP-70 and MAA/2VP-50 solutions. Samples were taken at multiple pH values to be further analyzed by dynamic light scattering.

2.1.6. Particle Size Measurements of the Aqueous Solutions of MAA/2VP Statistical Copolymers

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) with a Malvern ZetaSizer (Nano-ZS, Malvern, UK) was used to determine the hydrodynamic radius of the MAA/2VP statistical copolymer in aqueous solutions at different pHs taken during titration. The instrument was equipped with a He-Ne laser operating at
633 nm, an avalanche photodiode detector, and a temperature-controlled cell. All clear solutions were filtered using a 0.2 µm pore size filter prior to DLS measurements. All measurements were obtained at 25 °C. For the block copolymer with thermo-responsive segments, 1 wt% solutions were prepared in deionized water and the pH was adjusted with the desired buffer solution (pH = 3, 7, and 10). The samples were filtered through a 0.2 µm pore size filter prior to measurement and then heated in increments of 1.0 °C, allowed to equilibrate for 1 min followed by 10–14 measurements, which were then averaged together to give one value at the corresponding temperature. All DLS measurements were performed at a scattering angle (θ) of 173°. For more accurate measurement of the hydrodynamic radius, \( R_h \), the refractive index (RI) is required and it was assumed to be that of PMMA.

3. Results

3.1. Statistical Copolymerization of tert-Butyl Methacrylate (tBMA) and 2-Vinylpyridine (2VP) Using NHS-BlocBuilder

Table 2 summarizes the polymerization results including reaction time and conversion as well as main characteristics of the statistical copolymers of tBMA/2VP. The polymerization rate decreased exponentially when feed composition of tBMA was decreased from 90% to 70%. This is well known for methacrylate-rich copolymerizations \([46–49]\). The polymerization kinetics with the various feed compositions is illustrated in Figure 1. The parameters often used to characterize NMP kinetics, \( <k_p> \), \( <k> \) where \( <k_p> \) is the average propagation rate constant and \( <k> \) is the average equilibrium constant, were derived from the apparent rate constant from the slopes of the semi-logarithmic kinetic plots shown in Figure 1. The trend is typical for methacrylate/styrenic NMP copolymerizations where a massive increase in \( <k_p> \), \( <k> \) is witnessed only for low 2VP initial compositions <10 mol% \([46–49]\). The relatively low \( D \) of the copolymers \( (D = 1.30 \text{ to } 1.41) \) and the linear increases in \( M_n \) versus conversion in the range studied suggested that the copolymerizations were relatively well controlled in the conversion range studied (Figure 2).

![Figure 1](image_url)

**Figure 1.** (a) Kinetic results (ln[(1 − x)^−1] versus time) of the statistical copolymerization of tBMA with 2VP initiated by NHS-BlocBuilder \((x = \text{monomer conversion})\); (b) Product of average propagation rate constant \( <k_p> \), and propagating radical concentration \([P\bullet] \), \( <k_p> [P\bullet] \) (slope of the kinetic plots in (a)), versus feed composition with respect to tBMA \( (f_{tBMA,0}) \); error bars represent the standard deviation of the slopes from (a).
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**Figure 2.** Number-average molecular weight (Mn) and dispersity (Đ) of the statistical copolymers of tBMA and 2VP measured by GPC relative to poly(methyl methacrylate) standards versus conversion; solid line represents the theoretical Mn trend.

3.2. pH Sensitivity of the Methacrylic Acid/2-Vinyl Pyridine (MAA/2VP) Copolymers

The tBMA/2VP copolymers were hydrolyzed to remove the tert-butyl group protecting groups on the tBMA units to obtain water-soluble MAA/2VP copolymers. These copolymers were dissolved in aqueous solutions and their particle size was monitored by DLS at various pHs between 1 and 13. Figure 3 below illustrates the results.

**Figure 3.** Particle size (hydrodynamic radius) of methacrylic acid/2-vinylpyridine (MAA/2VP) copolymers in aqueous solutions at pH ranged from 1 to 14. The sample composition is denoted by MAA/2VP-xx where xx refers to the mol% of MAA units in the copolymer.

3.3. Chain Extension of Poly(tert-butyl methacrylate (tBMA)/2-vinylpyridine (2VP)) Macronitiator with a Mixture of 4-acryloylmorpholine (4AM)/4-acryloylpiperidine (4AP)

To show that a block copolymer consisting of one block of pH-tunable poly(MAA/2VP) could be made with a second block of cloud-point temperature (CPT) tunable poly(4AM/4AP), a chain extension experiment was done with a typical poly(tBMA-stat-2VP) macronitiator (tBMA/2VP-50) and a batch of 4AM/4AP at a composition that would give a CPT of about 35 °C in a 1 wt% aqueous solution [63]. We understand that the CPT could be altered by the nature of the other segment as it can be moved to lower or higher temperatures (or even extinguished entirely) depending on the composition of the other block. Figure 4 shows the GPC chromatograms before and after chain extension and subsequent fractionation to remove some unreacted macronitiator. The distribution broadened after chain extension but remained monomodal and 1H NMR indicated the presence of the 4AM and 4AP in the block copolymer structure. The poly(tBMA/2VP)-b-poly(4AM/4AP) block copolymer was sufficiently high in 4AM/4AP content that it was water-soluble without having to de-protect the tBMA units.
very reproducible as there are many fluctuations in size as the temperature increases. It should be noted that such large aggregates may not be useful for drug delivery vehicles, where block copolymer micelles are suggested to be 10–80 nm in size [65]. The larger aggregates observed in the present study may be more amenable to water treatment or enhanced oil recovery (EOR) applications where larger aggregates are more effective in altering the solution viscosity, which is important in EOR [66]. Further, the aggregates seemed to be quite loose, as the solution at pH = 10 was readily filtered through the 0.2 µm filter. Finally, Figure 5 should be cautiously treated as the aggregates are dynamic and it is likely that the profiles will not be very reproducible as there are many fluctuations in size as the temperature increases.

Figure 4. GPC chromatograms of the poly(tBMA-stat-2VP) macroinitiator (tBMA/2VP-50) (black line) and the chain-extended product after fractionation of poly(tBMA-stat-2VP)-b-poly(4AM-stat-4AP) (grey line).

3.4. Cloud Point Temperature Measurement of Poly(methacrylic acid-stat-2-vinyl pyridine)-b-poly(4-acryloylmorpholine-stat-4-acryloylpiperidine) (Poly(MAA-stat-2VP)-b-poly(4AM-stat-4AP)) Block Copolymer at Various pH

The block copolymer described in the previous section was deprotected and confirmation of the removal of the tert-butyl group was done with 1H NMR. The polymer was readily soluble in water at neutral pH. When dissolved in different buffer solutions, the dissolution of 1 wt% solutions was very difficult in pH = 3, easily soluble in pH = 7 and soluble although a bit cloudy in pH = 10 solution. Solutions were shaken vigorously and allowed to sit overnight prior to DLS measurement to ensure that the polymers were solubilized. After passing through a 0.2 µm filter, the solutions were placed in the DLS apparatus and heated to 50 °C.

The DLS results of the three solutions are shown in Figure 5 below. In all cases, a dramatic increase in $R_b$ was observed in all three cases at temperatures 22–27 °C, likely indicating the CPTs due to the 4AM/4AP segment. These CPTs were shifted to lower than what was expected for a 4AM/4AP statistical copolymer with similar composition and solution concentration (35 °C) [60]. At pH = 3, it was expected that the copolymer would be soluble and the $R_b$ matched nearly what it was for the MAA/2VP statistical polymer in solution (<50 nm) that was derived from the macroinitiator of the block copolymer. The CPT was about 24 °C for the solution at pH = 3. At higher temperatures, $R_b$ steadily decreased although remained high after the experiment ~600 nm. Similar profiles were observed for the other solutions. There was a sharp increase in particle size >2000 nm at relatively low temperature (27 °C for the solution at pH = 7 and 22 °C for the solution in pH = 10) and then steady decay in size with terminal values of about 500–600 nm at 50 °C. It was suspected that the decrease in size at higher temperature was due to polymer precipitating out of solution and thus the very large aggregates were not detected as they settled. However, inspection of the samples immediately after removal from the apparatus did not indicate significant settling of polymers. At the pHs studied, it was expected that the MAA/2VP-50 copolymer would be soluble or nearly soluble in all cases (as indicated in Figure 3) and that seems to be reflected in the general trends. However, as noted above, aggregates ~500 nm remained at higher temperatures. It should be noted that such large aggregates may not be useful for drug delivery vehicles, where block copolymer micelles are suggested to be 10–80 nm in size [65]. The larger aggregates observed in the present study may be more amenable to water treatment or enhanced oil recovery (EOR) applications where larger aggregates are more effective in altering the solution viscosity, which is important in EOR [66]. Further, the aggregates seemed to be quite loose, as the solution at pH = 10 was readily filtered through the 0.2 µm filter. Finally, Figure 5 should be cautiously treated as the aggregates are dynamic and it is likely that the profiles will not be very reproducible as there are many fluctuations in size as the temperature increases.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Nitroxide Mediated Polymerization

Various tBMA/2VP statistical copolymers with a wide range of initial compositions were synthesized using the succinimidyl ester functionalized BlocBuilder initiator (NHS-BlocBuilder). Conversions were kept relatively low (19%–31%) to ensure high nitroxide end-group fidelity for subsequent chain extension experiments. The statistical copolymerizations indicated that all copolymerizations had nearly linear $M_n$ versus conversion plots with relatively low $D = 1.30$–1.41. Plots of $<k_p>$ $<K>$ were typical of methacrylic ester/styrenic copolymerizations where a massive increase in this parameter is only witnessed for very rich methacrylate compositions (>90 mol% in the initial mixture). This same trend has been widely reported by Charleux and co-workers and others [45–50]. It should be noted here that additional free nitroxide was not required to control the methacrylate-rich compositions. The same behavior has been seen with other methacrylate-rich compositions [51,58,67] and with a butyl acrylate homopolymerization [64] mediated by NHS-BlocBuilder, which simplifies the formulation, in addition to potentially adding another functional group for coupling other chains [58], although this was not applied here. Furthermore, the tBMA/2VP copolymers had final copolymer compositions very close to the initial compositions, suggesting that the copolymerization was polymerizing in essentially a random fashion. Reactivity ratios for this system were not available in the literature. However, there are related systems: 2VP with OEGMA (300 and 1100) had $r_{2VP} = 0.99$–1.13, $r_{OEGMA} = 0.16$–0.25 [68]. Regardless, tuning for this system is relatively predictable.

4.2. pH Sensitivity of the Methacrylic Acid/2-Vinyl Pyridine (MAA/2VP) Copolymers

It is known that poly(MAA) is water-soluble at all pH but has increased water solubility at high pH because of the ionization [69]. The reported pKa of PMAA from the literature is 5.4 [70,71]. In contrast, P2VP is only water soluble at low pH and it has a pKa of 4.1 [72,73]. Therefore, it was expected that the copolymers of MAA/2VP will be water soluble at low and high pH but will have decreased water solubility in slightly acidic/basic environments. A similar trend was reported for amphiphilic poly(MAA/diethlamino ethyl methacrylates (DEAEMA))-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) diblock terpolymers [9] and with other ampholytic systems [11,74,75]. From Figure 3, at very low pH (pH < 1), all copolymers possessed particle sizes ~10 nm, indicating well-dissolved unimers. As the pH increased, particle size rose sharply to above 1000 nm, indicating aggregation of the water insoluble...
copolymers. Re-dissolution at higher pH was observed for copolymers that have up to 50% 2VP, whereas copolymers with 70%-90% 2VP remained insoluble.

For the copolymers that re-dissolved at higher pH, the re-dissolution did not happen at the same pH. It appears that as the 2VP content increased in the copolymer, the pH at which re-dissolution occurred shifted to higher values. Additionally, the range of pH where the copolymer was insoluble became wider. This can be explained by the hydrophobicity of P2VP. When the copolymer had a higher 2VP content, more MAA units had to be ionized (and hence the higher pH) for the MAA/2VP copolymer to be sufficiently solubilized.

For the copolymers that had high 2VP compositions >70%, the hydrophobicity of the neutral 2VP units became dominant and the copolymers could not be dissolved even with all MAA units ionized at high pH. However, dissolution of these copolymers due to ionization of 2VP occurred at higher pH, around pH 4, compared to the copolymers with lower 2VP content. As noted above, P2VP has pKa = 4.1 and becomes readily water soluble around pH = 3. The copolymers of MAA/2VP with high 2VP content were water soluble at around pH = 4 (MAA/2VP-10, MAA/2VP-30, MAA-2VP-50) as the result of the hydrophilicity of PMAA, which increased the overall hydrophilicity of the copolymers and allowed the copolymer to be water soluble with a lower degree of 2VP ionization.

4.3. Block Copolymers with Both pH and Temperature Sensitivities

To study the dual stimuli-responsive block copolymers where one block has tunable pH sensitivity (via MAA/2VP pH sensitivity) and the other block with tunable CPT (via 4AM/4AP), a candidate MAA/2VP macroinitiator (MAA/2VP-50, 48% MAA content) was chosen to initiate a second batch of 4AM/4AP. The composition of 4AM/4AP was chosen so that a clearly defined CPT ~35 °C could be observed, as we found in our previous study [63]. There was some unreacted macroinitiator but it was readily removed by subsequent fractionation (see Figure 4). After hydrolysis of the tert-butyl protecting groups, the resulting poly(MAA/2VP)-b-poly(4AM/4AP) was dissolved as a 1 wt% solution in buffers of three different pHs: 3, 7, and 10. In each case, the pHs were chosen in the range where the macroinitiator was expected to be soluble. However, dissolution was different in each case, as noted in the Results section. Thus, dissolution was carefully done to ensure that the polymers were sufficiently soluble (24 h, and then filtration to remove aggregates). Each solution exhibited the same general trend when they were heated (Figure 5). The CPTs were noticed by the dramatic increase in $R_h$ at 22–27 °C, which is lower than what was expected given the composition of the 4AM/4AP block. A similar drop in CPT was observed for poly(2VP)-b-poly(NIPAM) block copolymers in solution, which is accredited to relatively increasing the 2VP content in the block copolymers compared to the poly(NIPAM) segment [76]. This was attributed to the hydrophobicity of the poly(2VP) segment effectively lowering the CPT. In a contrasting case, Schilli et al. examined doubly responsive poly(acrylic acid)-b-poly(NIPAM) (PAA-b-PNIPAM) block copolymers. With increasing pH from 4.5 to approximately 5–7, the LCST of the PNIPAM increased from 29 to 35 °C [77]. In a system applying similar NMP techniques that was used here, PAA-b-poly(diethyl acrylamide) (PAA-b-PDEAAm) was made in dispersion and the hydrodynamic radius was measured as a function of pH at different temperatures (15, 25 and 50 °C) [78]. In that study, the aggregate size was greater when the temperature exceeded the cloud point temperature of the PDEAAm block (about 35 °C). Again, the change in pH interacted with the transition temperature and it was higher than that of pure PDEAAm. In the current study, despite the presence of the MAA units, it apparently was not sufficient to counter-balance the effect of the 2VP units. After the initial rise in $R_h$ with temperature, the $R_h$s slowly decreased to about 500–600 nm at 50 °C. This was initially thought to be due to copolymer precipitating that could not be detected by the instrument. However, the solutions did not have any obviously precipitated polymer after removal from the apparatus. Thus, relatively large aggregates ~500 nm were present after the experiment. This suggests that there was a balance between the CPT of the 4AM/4AP segment and the solubility of the MAA/2VP segment. It is likely that the MAA units were sufficiently hydrolyzed to improve the solubility at higher temperature. This system underscores the delicate
balances and tunability of properties possible by using dual stimuli-responsive block copolymers consisting of two respective statistical copolymer segments as has been noted in other combinations such as schizophrenic micelles [79] or dual upper critical solution temperature (UCST) and LCST block segments [80]. Future work can add more complex layering by examining the entire span of macroinitiators with different compositions along with second blocks with variable composition to tune the cloud point temperature.

5. Conclusions

The versatility of NMP to produce dual stimuli-responsive block copolymers was highlighted where one block consisted of a statistical poly(ampholyte) comprised of methacrylic acid and 2-vinylpyridine units and the other consisted of a statistical thermo-responsive copolymer segment of 4-acryloylmorpholine and 4-acryloylpiperidine. Each block could have its pH-sensitivity and thermo-responsiveness tuned by the relative proportion of co-monomers in each block. The NMP of tBMA/2VP mixtures resulted in linear $M_n$ versus conversion plots and relatively narrow molecular weight distributions ($D = 1.30–1.41$) and essentially random microstructure. After hydrolysis of the tBMA units, MAA/2VP copolymers exhibited solubility at low pH < 3 and high pH > 8, but formed large aggregates at intermediate pHs. One such tBMA/2VP precursor copolymer was used as a mixture to add a thermo-responsive segment consisting of 4AM/4AP units. The macroinitiator was sufficiently active, resulting in the dual responsive block copolymer (after fractionation of a small concentration of inactive macroinitiator). DLS of the block copolymer at various pHs (3, 7 and 10) as a function of temperature indicated a rapid increase in particle size >2000 nm at 22–27 °C, corresponding to the 4AM/4AP segment’s thermo-responsiveness followed by a leveling in particle size to about 500 nm at higher temperatures.
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